The System

Macromolecule information: amber topology and coordinates

The MD settings

Simulation information: parameters, extension, restraints,
solvent, writing frequency, ...
Solvent DB

Amber PRMTOP file
AND
Amber PRMCRD file

System
Object

Amber object file
OR
Amber PDB

Optional entry point
to jump to solvated
system directly

Entry point for unsolvated
systems
- Forcefields
- Non-standard residues

MD settings

MDSettings
Object

Solvent
Decide the solvent and
simulation parameters
that should be modified
from defaults

Default MD settings
md-settings.cfg

The Solvent
Prepare solvent mixtures to be used in the molecular simulations.
Manage solvent database.
Pre-equilibrated
mixture
Amber Object File

Solvent
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Atom to probe
mappings

Solvent DB

Pictograms legend:
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Package files

Decide what atoms are
important and assign probes
and types to them

Process

Shell commands

The Replica

The Project

Joining a System with the simulation conditions stored in a
MDSetting object creates a new object (the Repica) which is the
final object capable of conducting main tasks in pyMDMix

Manage systems and replicas: create/add/remove replicas to existing or new projects, add/remove systems that should be
considered as same project, organize analysis...

Add systems to the project

Create a new project
MyProject
Folder

System
e.g. HIVPr-1
in vacuo with
some structural
waters

MDSettings

Add solvation to
System

Replica

THE REPLICA
DIRECTORY
A tree directory
is generated with
all input files
needed to run the
simulation

Folder

MD input

mdmix create project -n MyProject
e.g. soft
positional
restraints,
30ns in
ethanol/water

A System with
solvated topology
is created and
stored inside the
Replica

Queue
input

Program output
files and folders

MyProject

MyProject

An empty project folder with name
MyProject will be created with a
project control file inside

MyProject.mproj

System
A

MyProject

Settings config
file:
3ETAreplicas.cfg

System
A

MyProject

System config file:
SystemA.cfg

mdmix add system -f SystemA.cfg

The system will be saved inside
the project (file: SystemA.msys)

Quick project creation

Create replicas from the
system
MD
settings

System
A

mdmix create project -n MyProject -f completesetup.cfg

System
A

ETA_1

MyProject

System
A

ETA_3

A folder for each replica will be created with MD inputs.
Each replica holds a link to the system it was created from.
mdmix add replicas -sys SystemA -f 3ETAreplicas.cfg
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MD
settings

SystemA.cfg

System
A
completesetup.cfg

ETA_1

MyProject

ETA_2

ETA_3

3ETAreplicas.cfg

Join [SYSTEM] section from SystemA.cfgand [MDSETTINGS]
section from 3ETAreplicas.cfginto one file
(completesetup.cfg) to set up a whole project in one step

Internal object
representation

